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He Will Speak At Opening Of Centennial

Frank E. Gannett, Noted Publisher, To Give Address

Reception Committee will accept gifts of flowers, bouquets, balloons, and other decorations; and all persons in attendance are invited to remain after the service to enjoy the social hour of the reception. A special feature of the service will be the presentation of a gold medallion to Mr. Gannett in recognition of his long and devoted service to the University of Delaware.

He will speak at the opening of the centennial this afternoon, on the subject of "The Future of Education." The reception will be held in the University Center at 4 p.m.
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The Keyhole Reporter

Witness Kappa Xi's change this week because of the fact that most of their recently initiated pledges utilized the organic "Kappa" since the day they entered the umptied "natural phenomenon." The pledges called the old "clubhouse" a "prison" and decided to improve it by adding a "bigger" and more "humorous" atmosphere.

Jack Edleson, a sophomore, said that he had opened a "talent show" when he spread a fresh grade on the bulletin board. "I wanted to show the world what talent I have," he said, "and I'm sure that you'll be impressed by my singing, dancing, and acting." The show was a great success, and the crowd was thrilled.

And how long have the Marguerite Graphics been writing about the great "hottest" on campus? "The girls are fine," they say, "but the boys are even hotter!"

"I'm living at the hardest house on campus," said Jim Smith, a senior. "The boys are all crazy about girls, and the girls are all crazy about boys. It's a wonderful place to live!"

Written by the those who know best, the Marguerite Graphics will continue to bring you the latest in campus life. Keep an eye out for the next issue of the Marguerite Graphics.

The Keyhole Reporter

Not Too Pleasant

Contacts made with eminent newspaper men who were present at the INA convention last week gave representatives of the FLAX pleasure. All were pleasant and cordial.

Not pleasant and comfortable to face is the question of whether the FLAX should continue to publish. It is for the FLAX, encouraged by the replies, to consider and make a final decision. The FLAX has made a successful foray into the world of print, and its success has been recognized by readers and critics alike. The FLAX is the only student newspaper that has been able to make a profit in recent years.

We are grateful to all those who have contributed to the FLAX, either in terms of time, effort, or financial support. The FLAX is a true reflection of the spirit and enthusiasm of the students who work for it.

Dear Editor—November 24, 1935.

The freshmen are facing one of the greatest thrills of college life, the first of many to come. There is no need of the spirit and enthusiasm that we now enjoy, therefore, we are going to publish a new edition of the FLAX just before the end of the month. If you would like to contribute something, please send it to the office by November 20.

L. C. P.

In Deadly Earnest

College students all over the country recently received the most impressive peace demonstration yet attempted. Gathered in groups ranging from one to two thousand, the students marched to the homes and offices of those who had been accused of profiteering. The students demonstrated their determination to do everything within their power to prevent armed conflict between the nations, and to stay out of it if they cannot prevent it.

"I felt that if I didn't do something, I would be responsible," said one of the students. "I couldn't just sit back and watch while things got worse."

In contrast to similar demonstrations in previous years, we have hills for sleeping and tangible obstacles to our progress. We must use the windows entering the school, and submit to the "terrorist" threat of a police raid.

Winter Sports At Alfred

Millionaires, and without the millions, the twilight hours will be filled with winter sports. There will be skiing, skating, and swimming, as well as other competitive events. The students will participate in winter sports, to the south and to the north.

Alfred has all the potentialities of a million-dollar winter sport. We have hills for sleeping and tangible obstacles to our progress. We must use the windows entering the school, and submit to the "terrorist" threat of a police raid.

One of the most popular events will be the "Big Shoot," an annual competition between the varsity and frosh teams. The winners will be awarded a generous prize.

"I believe that as a frosh class, we should show our support of the varsity," said one of the frosh. "They need our encouragement and we need their examples."

In conclusion, I wish to say that we have a basketball team. Well, good luck to that team, and remember that it's a game of skill and not just a game of talent. Let's get the Carnegie and work these games as the cheer songs, and not allow our own team to be exposed. Let's get the Carnegie, and remember that we have had our team.

E. J. T.
**Theta Nu Gives New Pledges**

Bums Rush At Unusual Dance

Theta Nu's initiates were led into the fraternity by a group of old-fashioned "bums" through the front door. These "bums," who paid no attention to the traditional handshaking and lines, contributed to the gaiety of the proceedings. Coleen Graham, Charles Davis, and Barbara Collier received the new pledges.

**Faculty Are Guests At Annual Brick Tea**

Members of the faculty were guests at the annual tea given by the Delta chapter to the faculty members. The tea was held on the first floor of the fraternity house. The theme of the tea was "Olden Times" and the decorations were in accordance with the theme.

**Preferentials Given Freshmen As Second Week Of Rushings Ends**

Rushes of preferentials settling and an evening of eating favorites at each house made the second week of rushings a success. Patrice Gagnon, Virginia Pinn, and Mary Ellen McManus were a few of the many who were given invitations.

**Modern Mysteries Revealed To Faculty**

The digested faculty listened like hypodermic nurses last week as Dr. Murray J. Rice told them the story of the development of the embryo to another of a different kind, an embryo of human beings. The lecture was presented in a manner that was both informative and entertaining.

**John Young Speaks At College Meeting**

"Why Go To College?" was the theme discussed by representatives of the major colleges of New York as an introductory conference held at Alfred University, Monday and Tuesday. Under the direction of the John Young Foundation for the Study of Religious Experience in New York State, a large group of high school seniors heard various aspects of college life on the campus of Alfred University. John Young represented Alfred at the conference, which included delia representatives from the University of Rochester, Westminster, Wells, Hamilton, Cornell, Enfield, Union, University of Rochester, Wells, Hamilton, Cortland, Ithaca, Union, University of Rochester, Wells, Hamilton, Cortland, Ithaca, Union, and Ithaca College.

**Sighting of potential bidder and an evening of eating favorites are the highlights of the second week of rushings for Theta Nu."
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